For over half a century Jim Thompson has been recognised globally as a treasured name in Thai silk
production. Less known is our capability to create and customise high performance fabrics, that are
suitable for non-residential and contract specific projects, without compensating on quality or design.
At Jim Thompson we pride ourselves on being a vertically integrated company, incorporating qualitycontrolled measures in to every aspect of the fabric production process. This ranges from silkworm
cultivation and yarn manufacturing, to designing, weaving, printing, and treating. Our facility includes
our own treatment lab where we can treat for fire retardancy and Teflon coating; water and stain repel;
and knit or paper back, to enhance the technical qualities of our products. By working with each
department, Jim Thompson has the capabilities to create beautiful contract fabrics and custom weaves,
to suit each of our clients individual design needs.
Alongside producing exquisite fabrics, Jim Thompson has an extensive wallpaper range suitable for
contract projects. All of our wall-coverings pass the European Class B standard, the highest safety
requirement, without compromising on the luxurious nature of the designs.
Jim Thompson delights in building longstanding relationships with our clients, who include some of
the world's foremost architects and interior designers. Our wonderful hand -woven textiles and
decadent wall-coverings have adorned the most opulent interiors of some of the world's most exclusive
luxury developments, from hotels to private aviation and super -yachts, making Jim Thompson a
befitting choice for high–end hospitality projects.

Hotels
Jim Thompson has worked alongside some of the most innovative names in architectural and interior
design. Prestigious projects include creating customised fabrics for Ed Tuttle's famed designs, for
example the Park Hyatt hotels in Paris and Milan, as well as the Aman resor ts worldwide. The Rockwell
Group, headed by David Rockwell, also specified our fabrics for notable projects including Hotel BelAir, Los Angeles and The Cosmopolitan, Las Vegas. Jim Thompson has had a longstanding relationship
with acclaimed designer Mary Fox Linton, who has used our fabrics in many of her projects including
the Carlisle Bay in Antigua. Our far-reaching collaborations reflect that Jim Thompson designs can be
adapted for a multitude of styles and uses. From luxury, alps -inspired ski resorts in France to chic
boutique hotels and spas in Shanghai, Jim Thompson's unique, bespoke designs can be found
embellishing the walls of high-end establishments in a myriad of styles and colour schemes.
Our fabrics are designed to meet international safety st andards without compensating on the luxury of
our designs. Jim Thompson fabrics can be treated for fire-retardancy and water-repellency, with woven
constructions to insure a high Martindale result is attained, where required. Trevira CS yarns are a
popular choice as they are inherently fire-retardant.

Yachts and Planes and Boats
Our traditional weaves have been innovatively adapted for night performance and outdoor use,
indicating that range, luxury and quality need not be sacrificed when durability and s uitability for
specific locations is of the upmost importance. Jim Thompson proudly boasts an extensive collection
of outdoor fabrics, with an array of variable, sumptuous designs to suit all tastes and styles, including
lavish, textured velvets and bold linens.
Working closely with Ed Tuttle, Jim Thompson fabrics have been exclusively used for the interiors of
Maha Bhetra, a traditionally Thai, wooden 90 ft. boat, made available solely for the guests at Amanpuri
in Phuket. Jim Thompson fabrics have also featured on the Princess 98 Motor Yacht and the Sunseeker
Blush 155.
For the aviation sector, Jim Thompson has the capability to treat for hydro -ability and passes the high
safety requirements and standards for planes. Our clientele includes leading names in first class air
travel, as well as personal projects for influential private jet owners.

Retail
Jim Thompson fabrics have been used to enrich the environment of numerous luxury boutiques and
upmarket department stores. Big names include Cartier, Tiffany’s, the Christian Laboutin boutique in
Bangkok,
Liberty London and specified fabrics for the acclaimed LVMH group. Our extensive variety of bold,
colourful and unique prints and classic handwoven silks work perfectly in a boutique environment,
enhancing both space and customer experience. Jim Thompson has fabrics to suit multiple
specifications; our textiles suitable for curtains have good light fastness, while our upholstery fabrics
are luxurious with a high Martindale result for long-lasting durability.

Restaurants, Bars, & Nightclubs
Jim Thompson fabrics can be found in the most exclusive restaurants, bars and nightclubs around the
world with a wide array of fabrics that are classified as high performance. We also offer the latest
innovative treatments, heightening fabric performance to ensure they are long lasting and perfectly
suited for the hospitality market. The esteemed Rockwell Group have chosen our fabric for many of
their highly regarded design projects worldwide, most notably at the internationally popular Nobu
restaurants, the 81st and 82nd Academy Awards, and at the Gordon Ramsay restaurants at the St Regis
Doha, Qatar.

